
INSTRUCTIONS

THE LEATHER STRAP



The Leather Strap – here we go! With this DIY box you can create
your very own leather strap to add as a carrying option to your
handbags. One thing that's super practical is that you can customize
its length to your height and size a and preferred height to carry your
bag. Also, it's a perfect project to get started in leatherwork and to
experience this craft with an accessible project. In these instructions
we explain how to make your leather strap. 

GETTING STARTED 
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IMPORTANT: The basics of leatherworking can be found in our
separate Basics Guide. If you are trying out one of our DIY boxes
for the first time, you should first read through the Basics Guide
and learn the three skills "gluing", "sewing" and "edge finishing".
We also recommend our explanatory video tutorials to get you
started.



CUT LEATHER PIECES 
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2x large carabiners 

METAL ACCESSORIES 

Short strap: 2 screws + counter screws 
Strap 88 - 126 cm: 4 screws + counter screws 
Strap 127 - 188 cm: 6 screws + counter screws 

Screws - number depending on chosen length: 

Leather straps - depending on chosen length: 
Short strap: 2 pieces
Strap 88 - 126 cm: 4 pieces 
Strap 127 - 188 cm: 6 pieces
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PREPARATION



1x sewing thread 
3x saddler's needles with blunt point 
5x binder clips 
2x leather glue (1x small, 1x large) 
1x brush for applying the leather glue 
1x base coat for priming the edge color 
1x edge paint 
1x roller dye pen for the application of base coat & edge paint 
1x sanding sponge 
1x mini screwdriver slot 

Step-by-Step Guide (download) 
Tutorial Videos & Basics Guide (available online) 
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TOOLS & ADDITIONAL ITEMS 

You are missing a part or have a question?  
Then write us an email at hello@bagsandpieces.co and we will get

back to you as soon as possible! 
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PROCEDURE 
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STEP 1: STRAP SEWING & GLUING 

For the straps, it is recommended to sew them first and then glue
them. This ensures that the pieces fit together exactly and makes
sewing much easier. 
Sew all the sections between each of the larger holes with the
saddle stitch as usual. This is a bit tedious because you'll have to
keep finishing the seam and starting over, but it's worth the work!
You're almost there ☺  
Sew all the handles included in the DIY box using this procedure. 

After the straps are sewn, they can be glued. To do this, simply apply
glue on both sides left and right from the seam to the edge and glue
the straps together. Then fix them with pressure. 
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Now only the edge finishing is missing and then you're almost there!
Use the clips included in the DIY box to set up the straps with one
edge facing up. Work one side of the edge first with several coats of
base coat until you're happy with the result. Make sure that no base
coat accumulates at the strap tips and that no runnings occur. If
necessary, you should "dab" these tips again with a cloth or your
finger. If you like the shape of the edge, you are ready for the second
side. Repeat the application until you like the edge. Next comes the
edge color. Apply as many coats as you like until you are happy with
the result. Again, it's a good idea to thin the edge color with three
drops of water on the last coat to get a very smooth result.  

STEP 2: EDGE FINISHING THE LEATHER STRAP 

Nearly done! Now you need to attach the carabiners with the screws
and you can use your leather strap. On the next page we will explain
how to connect the parts, depending on the chosen length. 
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Depending on the selected carrying option, several parts are
connected with each other or only on one part the carabiner is
attached with the screws. Since the leather straps are adjustable in
length, test various settings so that it fits perfectly for you. 

SHORT LEATHER STRAP: 
Use a leather strap and thread the carabiners through both ends.
Now fold over the ends of the strap so that two large holes meet and
fasten them with screws. You can shorten it at both ends if needed.  

LONG LEATHER STRAP (88 - 126 cm): 
Use two leather straps and lay them on top of each other so that
they overlap at two holes. Use the screws to fix these two holes.
Thread the carabiners through the leather straps at both ends and
fold them over so that two large holes meet and you can fix them
with screws. To shorten the leather strap, you can adjust in two
places: Either double the distance where the carabiner is attached to
the ends, or vary in the middle of the leather strap where the two
leather straps overlap and lengthen that spot. 
As a guide, Vivian's leather strap is 93 cm long and is perfect for
wearing the Bucket Bag crossbody with a thinner coat (Vivian is 168
cm tall). Vivian attached the carabiners to the ends of the belt in the
first setting, and four pieces overlap in the middle (three unscrewed
holes). 

STEP 3: ATTACHING SCREWS & CARABINERS 
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It's done! Your leather strap is ready and can not be used! To share your
joy with your finished leather piece, share a picture of your bag and the
strap on Instagram and tag us with #theleatherstrap and
@bagsandpieces.co! 
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LONG LEATHER STRAP (127 - 188 cm): 
Use all three leather straps and lay them on top of each other so that
they overlap at both ends of the middle piece with several holes.
Use the screws to fix these two holes on each side. Thread the
carabiners through the leather straps at both ends and fold them
over so that two large holes meet and you can fix them with screws. 

For orientation: For the shortest possible setting, you can use the
combination shown here. From here, you can shorten the sections in
the desired places (at the carabiners or at the overlap) to lengthen
the leather belt piece by piece. 

KARABINER KARABINER
CARABINERS CARABINERS

Yey! You're done! 
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The rights to pictures, drawings, as well as texts are exclusively with BAGS & PIECES GmbH.,
represented by Vivian Edel. The instructions may only be used for private purposes.
Duplication, copying and passing on of the instructions or parts of these instructions is only
possible with the written permission of BAGS & PIECES.  


